Installation Instructions

**Always be aware of, and follow local plumbing codes**

- Clips allow the drain to be pre-installed in sump receiver.
- Drain is fastened to sump receiver - No under-deck clamp necessary.
- Assembly mounts from top-side of the roof deck.

---

Slide the angled clips over the threaded studs with leg facing down toward sump receiver.
Install washer then nut on each stud and tighten alternately until sump receiver is secured in place.
Install drain and sump receiver assembly into opening on roof and securely attach sump receiver to roof deck.
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Set drain on flat surface with outlet facing up.
Flip the sump receiver and set it over the bottom of the drain, face down - flange of drain will align with recess of sump receiver.
Align the four shallow cut-outs in the opening of the sump receiver with the four threaded lugs on the underside of the drain.
Install and tighten threaded studs in each of the four lugs.
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